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Melvyn Bragg : Hello.Today I speak to John Allen Paulos[Ref: JA Paulos "Innumeracy";"A Mathematican reads the newspaper";"Numeracy";Audio:  "A Mathematican reads the newspaper";InourtmX.wri;InoutmA1.wri] and Marina Warner to examine the links between mathematics and story telling.According to anthropologists they have similar origins in our prehistoric ancestors need to measure and assess the world around them.Both mathematics and stories need a shape and structure to make any sense,but does it go any further than that? Is it possible to apply mathematical logic to literature,or to reduce a joke to an algebraic equation?

[In using the word "reduce" Mel implies that the equation is "less" than the thing it describes.In trying to create an equation that describes something the idea is that it captures the essential essence of that system in some fundamentally structural way much as A+B=C captures the process of addition of all conceivable additions.In this way the equation is not "less" but "more" since it accounts for all possible behaviours of the system whilst generalising about its structure -LB]

Or are the literary imagination and scientific substance irreconcilable? John Allen Paulos is Presidential Scholar of Mathematics at Temple University,Philadelphia.He's the author of "Innumeracy:Mathematical Illiteracy and its Consequences",which became an instant best seller and was subsequently translated into eleven languages.Described as "America's favourite mathematician",his latest book is called "Once upon a number:The Hidden Mathematical Logic of Stories",which look sat the relationships which tie the realm of mathematics and the world of stories together.
 The novelist,historian and critic Marina Warner is less sure of the links and similarities between mathematics and story telling.A former Reith lecturer,and currently a visiting professor at Birckbeck College,London,her latest book "No Go the Bogeyman",was a study of fear,and she's a special interest in legends,symbolism and story telling.
 John Allen Paulos,just....could you give us the gist if it? What d'you think that maths and story telling have in common and what do they contribute to each other?

John Allen Paulos : Well,the complicate......the relationship's a complicated one.One point that can be made is that stories provide a context for mathematical ideas and applications.Almost any mathematical notion that's introduced can be placed into a story,a little vignette that clarifies it.

Melvyn Bragg : Such as?

John Allen Paulos : Er...er...random walk,if you're talking about random processes,the drunkards random walk or exponential growth,you put a grain of sand on the first square of the checkerboard,two on the second,four on the third and so on,er.. and so on,and it's two to the sixty-fourth on the last one. So er....also these stories or vignettes,kind of expose the limitations of mathematical notions,I mean one and one is two,but if you take a cup of popcorn and a cup of water and add them together,you only get about a cup and  half of soggy popcorn,so it's not that...the mathematics is fine,this particular application isn't.Errrm...more generally,I mean stories...er...er the narrative development of mathematical ideas and theorems is important.Too often in mathematics education,there's a theorem, there's (indistinct) Theorem,there's Godel's Theorem [Ref: Red File:Godel.wri],Central Limit Theorem,whatever and they just kind of come out of the woodwork and nobody knows the story,the development,the relevance of it to other notions in mathematics and physics,and going in the other direction,....er mathematical notions help clarify the structure of stories...er probabilistic notions, notions from information theory,recursive function theory,help us get a grip on stories,and moreover if you look at new stories,often the statistics or whatever provide some muscle for the story.

Melvyn Bragg : Now there's a lot there......

John Allen Paulos :  There's a lot there,yeah.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...just a second,we're going to have to,sort of, try to decode that,just.....are you saying that.....? I can see that theorems are like - enough for this conversation - stories,but are you saying that inside mathematics itself,starting with 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,there is a strict logical similarity to the telling of a story,"Once upon a time"? You call it "Once upon a number".

John Allen Paulos :  "Once upon a number".

Melvyn Bragg :  So once upon a time a little girl or a little boy lived in the middle of a dark wood....

John Allen Paulos :  Right.

Melvyn Bragg :   ...now is that similar to 1,2,3,......? What is that similar to in mathematics? How is.....you.....how is the logic,which is the word you use,how is the logic similar?

John Allen Paulos :  Well I think that the logic is quite different in a way.I mean mathematical logic for example,is extentional,which means it allows substitutions.That's er....if you have a three in a mathematical computation,you can replace it with the square root of nine,and nothing changes,but er....that substitutability [Is that one of those American part of speech transformations?-LB] isn't true in narrative logic,intentional logic.It's kind of a nebulous......

Melvyn Bragg :   Yes,but I'm interested at the moment in the similarities....

John Allen Paulos :  Okay.

Melvyn Bragg :  So,one more crack and then I'll turn to Marina.You say their origins are similar,can you just give us some idea of the similar.......we can talk about differences in a minute....

John Allen Paulos :  Right,okay.

Melvyn Bragg : What about the similarity of their origin?

John Allen Paulos :  Well,I mean I think the development of stories and of mathematics were kind of prosaic.I mean er....mathematical counting led to formal arithmetic.Measuring fields and so on,led to Greek geometry and in something like the same way I would imagine,stories developed out of more primitive practical sorts of communications,like "hey there's a behemoth over there" or "come here" or "how did you get that fire started"! And then gradually these things were strung together into stories and then into literature,in the same way that Greek formal mathematics,I mean was a er..... development, refinement of these every day rules of thumb that preceded them.

Melvyn Bragg : Marina Warner do you see the similarity in origination between stories and mathematics? Are you convinced that.....or d'you....have you any evidence.....is there any evidence that the one preceded the other?

Marina Warner : Well there's certainly a relationship in language,because you get,in English for example, you get the relationship between "teller" like bank teller,which is counting,which is like tallying [That's a bit of a dubious connection,that's a bit like doing a word puzzle replacing one letter at a time and saying that the first word is a bit like the last in meaning.If  story TELLER is related to bank TALLYER I'd like to see the historical heritage -LB],and the idea of course of telling a tale.So that....and....also,there's a very deep symbolic tradition of taking and weighing and measuring the life of a person,so that....which actually goes through of  course to St Michael the archangel counting the scales at the last judgement,but goes back to ancient Egypt where your soul was weighed in the pan,
[Ahh so even the Egyptians new that mathematics underlay the propensity of the "soul" to have merit!!!! -LB] at death and seen if you were light or heavy,and you had to be light,you had to weigh against the feather of justice,and that was the "sum",I mean a mathematical idea,the sum of the deeds and your character.So very deep down there is this,as it were,this metaphorical idea of accumulation and of counting and of taking the you know,taking the tally of someone.But....

John Allen Paulos : If I can just interrupt? I mean in addition to teller,I mean words like "account".An account is a story as well. [That's just as tenuous.Articulation is another word that's related to story telling,but that doesn't link stories with large trucks.Neither does spokesperson link stories with bicycles.The word branch occurs as a description of part of a tree,and has been utilised to extend a metaphor to a group of people as in "special branch" but this does not mean that the police have an arboreal contingent.Where is the evidence for these supposed connections? -LB]

Marina Warner : Mmm,exactly,yes,yes.But I think that it's ....what is more difficult is the point's actually that you were making more earlier,and that is that there is some kind of resemblance in structure.I think the difficulty there is that while we can talk about lots of things like doubles,and the use of doubles,which are very,very strong in fairy-tales.You can use...you can talk about repetition,you know the idea of three wishes,the idea of nine ravens,the idea of twelve dancing princesses.

[The use of number in this semi-mystical way as it is incorporated into stories is because of the way that some numbers have caused problems or paradoxes throughout history and have come to be thought of as "magical" or as having power,the pentagon for instance and it's five-ness has the bizarre quality of having the "golden mean" be the ratio of one of its sides to the length of the connecting line between two successive vertices.This was seen as a mystery and a source of  "five's power" or mystical significance.Similar things exist for other numbers,but this fails to explain why there are no allusions to 3.142 ravens or 1.618 wishes or 1.414 dancing princesses.Maybe it was just that they're not whole numbers and aren't easily related to the world of real objects.In that geometrical symbolism such as pentagrams have been worked into stories,there could be said to be a relationship or dialogue between the two or "duo" as one might say (not to be linked with any shampoo/conditioners,which comprise two components,and are totally unrelated apart from this single coincidence of word usage).As to whether they share the same structure,we shall see......-LB] 

All the ways.....I think those have got a different relationship.They're not structural.That has to do with the whole tradition of oral story telling before print.

Melvyn Bragg : I think there is a great need for pattern,as you point out in your book,John,that in the bible,people will seek patterns to do with stories from .......taking certain words and patternising [My spell checker pulled this one too -LB] .Is the need for pattern something which they have in common? I mean in a sense,"counting your sheep"is putting a pattern on your sheep isn't it? And telling a story........

Marina Warner : Well one of the ways that it's important to count and to make relationships in story telling is of course to do with kinship systems.

[No let's stay with this "numbers in the bible" theme.Many theories are posited of mystical significance that try to suggest that some numerical relationship is far fetched and that this means that there is substance to the assertion.Some people talk about what numbers are in the bible and imbue them with significance,others try to show a hidden code in its pages.No doubt if one worked hard enough and selected a sufficiently contrived means of selection one could suggest that all Margaret Thatcher's speeches had a hidden Satanic meaning,or that Alice in Wonderland speaks of the day when Aliens will visit this planet.All this type of thing,as JA Paulos shows in his books is down to people misunderstanding or misusing figures,because numbers are alien to them with respect to letters. Numbers have as much right,if not more to be held in high regard when it comes to understanding. Letters can be easily manipulated to subtly change meaning,and although the same may be true of numbers,it is testimony to the propensity they have to truth that people seek to "reduce" things to numerical form,thinking that this captures the essential nugget of truth at the heart of any structure.
 When people do not understand number they are apt to see significance in things that have none,or misread what significance something does have.Measuring things with arbitrary units can lead to correlations between unrelated phenomena.Something may be 30cm and 12inches long at the same time,and if the 30 correlates with something in the stars,this has no significance,as one would need an alternative explanation for the 12.The same is true of auspicious dates,such as the seemingly mystical 11:11 on the 11th for the eclipse this year (1999) which appeared to create a creepy feeling coming just before the millennium.But the eclipse happened elsewhere at a time other than 11:11,and so the occurrence of 11 was bogus and meaningless,the same as the idea that the year 2000 has any special significance,other than the fact that it has reached a particular point in our base-10 counting system.
In the bible the use of numerical allusion has given rise to all sorts of loony correlations and associations between unrelated phenomena,such as the example that John gives of Ronald Reagan having 6 letters in each of his 3 names giving the number of the beast,thus creating all sorts of alarmist Damien Omen type nonsense.If only those who accede to this type of thing thought for a moment they would realise how many potential Damiens there are alive now and have already died with a name similar in structure to the ex-Presidential film star.It is more scary to think that such a man was in control of a nuclear arsenal had made "Bedtime for Bonzo" (was it??) where he was out flanked by a chimp!
 The need to try and find pattern,does seem to be a human trait,and those who do it without training are apt to be misled or deceived or see mirages.Mathematics has been called the science (or art) of pattern seeking,and in this those who are trained in number are much more likely to make sense of pattern than those who do it on an ad hoc,say-what-I-see basis.This means that astrologers, numerologists and the like,whilst superficially seeming like they have substance,actually are doing the same thing as those who think Reagan was evil incarnate via the letters in his name.They see significance where there is none.Alignments of planets do not interfere or play a part in people's lives for the same reason that 11:11 on the 11th is completely arbitrary.The alignment is not happening elsewhere,and so it depends on what you're looking for.In some sense "the alignment isn't there" it is a property of a certain vantage point.It is the "Emperor's New Clothes" which the gullible buy into and are in awe of.
Likewise beasts with many heads and numbers of horseman do not have any inherent significance.If we looked through the bible like as not we might find an example or reference to virtually every number.The 6 days to make the world,the trinity,numbers of offspring,in Kings 7/23 there is even a measure of PI given as 3 as a ratio of cubits 10:30 for diameter to circumference showing that if people were making designs from God they were not perfect since the value for PI is highly inaccurate.One would have thought that God would know PI to an infinite number of decimal places!!! There are 12 oxen and 2000 baths here,10 stands of bronze,4 bronze wheels etc etc.
Revelation dotes on 7 initially,7 seals/churches/spirits/angels (7 being prime and being the source of much "mystical" enigma),4 winds/living creatures/horsemen,12,000 out of each tribe (144,000),24 elders.In Rev11 there is measuring,42 months,60 days,2 olive trees/lamp stands/witnesses.In Rev8 we even have fractions - 1/3.Anyone could exploit any of these numbers by annexing them to any situation now and saying that there was a correlation,much as Alistair Crowley thought that particular numbers representing themselves had significance.It was only because he noticed them.Every car that passes by,every bus every door has a number,all or credit cards and books and associations with clubs are tagged by numbers,what  is the chance that amongst the millions of people who live for years at a time that sometime somewhere,someone will notice a particular number occur a few times in one day? Especially if they are predisposed towards noticing such "mystical" phenomena? It's highly likely but meaningless.Sermon over -LB]

And that's very,very strong in the bible and very strong in early myths all over the world.I mean...

Melvyn Bragg : You're thinking of Leviticus?

Marina Warner : Yes,and of course,and in Leviticus there's also dietary prohibitions,which are also very important,because they position you with regard to nature.[It's my understanding that Pythagoreans elected a particular day when a sect member was not allowed to eat beans,what did they know that we don't? -LB],and of course in society,and they mark you out.But those are stories that are again about telling......making a network,making a pattern,but it doesn't mean that the story itself is structured.What worries me about the idea that there's embedded structure in stories that is mathematical, is that then it sends you back to some slightly fixed position,which is the sort of formalist position [I'm with the Platonists myself -LB],that....or even perhaps,sometimes a union position,that you can't actually make new stories,that we're somehow hard-wired to be caught up in this kind of,you know,this world of solid...solid....

[I think this is displaying an idea of mathematics as a rigorous straight-jacket that confines things into formal schemes from which they cannot escape.Whilst this may be the case in certain instances,it is not in others.Bizarrely the "reduction" or supposed determinism that seems to arise from finding the underlying formal structure,does not necessitate a cramping or diminishing of that structures style or propensity to dynamic variation or diminish it's liberty for new diversity.In actual fact,a lot of formal schemes explain precisely how liberty and dynamic variation and the propensity to create new structure actually take place.I think Marina has not had much experience of mathematics,especially the modern varieties,and still has the archetypical view of it as a dusty old regimented system that destroys the creative and artistic aspect by "reducing" it to formal schemes.This seems to be the same view that people have of physics taking the art out of nature,much as Walt Whitman rued the Astronomer for making the stars into boring,measured commodities,that were rigorously controlled rather than free to be what he wished them to be.One might say that he may not have liked it,but this did not make it any less true.More to the point,physics (and maths) doesn't actually do this.It only appears to do it from an overly romanticised perspective.Those practising the sciences can see BOTH Whitman's perspective and the underlying structure,whereas Whitman (and the ilk) are oblivious and even chide the latter,even though it's truth value might be greater than any supposed romantic ideas. (see Inourtm3.wri;InourtmU.wri)
 The provision for dynamic liberty of creation of new structure is exemplified in mathematics by Fractals and non-linear systems and in physics via Quantum Physics.Any idea that mathematics constricts and diminishes is not informed of the facts -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well,actually,you don't think.....but John,John Allen Paulos thinks that the mathematicians can be more creative,more visionary,than novelists and playwrights [Check out Tom Stoppard's "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead" & "Arcadia",the former featuring an excellent use of probability theory (see Green File Front4.wri) ,and Newton's cradle,and the latter Chaos Theory and Newtonian Physics,which manage to interweave both literary and scientific work -LB],that's what you say in your book,one of the things you say in your book,and one presumes that there is a common imagination.You're not saying,Marina are you,that the imagination is sort of sliced up into little compartments and one can deal with fiction,but not having anything to do with mathematics? I should imagine...I'm talking to you now John,I should imagine that mathematics...er..mathematicians have to be as imaginative as anyone else who's trying to invent something?

John Allen Paulos : I couldn't agree more.I mean I think the attempt to divide the mind up into little parts,the literary part,the mathematical part [Actually some studies have shown areas that have a greater use during calculation (see Green File:InourtmU.wri;Panram1.wri {Parietal Lobe}) which is separate from linguistic ability,but no doubt there is some cross-correlation in terms of things like "understanding" or "decoding symbols".It might be that the brain shares areas rather like subroutines in computers, though I abhor the computer metaphor,and the "imagination" might not be reducible to compartments -LB] is wrong-headed for want of a better term,and you're talking about patterns,I mean searching for patterns is basically what art and science is about,I mean we're little islands of order in this kind of (indistinct) thermodynamic sea of swirling static,and we have to search for whatever patterns are out there to stay alive,and whether we do it through art or through science....matters to some extent,in another sense it doesn't,I mean we need patterns to survive.

Melvyn Bragg :   I'm just trying to hold to the similarities before we move on,because Galileo famously said,didn't he,"the language.....the book of life,I've discovered the secret of the book of life...it' is written...the book of life is written in the language of mathematics".....

John Allen Paulos : Right.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...and he obviously used that analogy with a great deliberation,so what d'you make of that?

John Allen Paulos :  I think that the world in some sense without subscribing to full-blown Platonism,I mean is mathematical,and er....

Melvyn Bragg :   In what sense? In the Galileo sense,you mean?

John Allen Paulos :   ...in the Galielean sense,and er....and so I mean,without as I say,I mean being a Platonist,there's a book written recently "The Number Sense" by  Stanislaw Dahan (???) which has lots of nice items in it about the mathematical brain,Brian Butterworth [Ref: Green File InourtmU.wri] wrote another book recently with the same kind of theme,but one of the contentions that Dahan makes is -I'm maybe mispronouncing his name [That's okay I'm maybe misspelling it! -LB]- is that numbers are social constructs,that somehow they're in our heads,and that seems clearly not to be the case,that they have some sort of independent reality.Not just numbers,but numerical relations and relations in general,so....with.....so I'm not quite sure where I'm going with that,but....

[It's a bit difficult to assert the external reality.We know that plants are subject to rules that appear fractal or affinely transformed (see I.Stewart) but it is our noticing that gives the correlation with the idea that we have constructed.This seems a bit like "If a tree fell in a forest and no one was there to hear it,did it make a noise?".Even though circular things may exist independently of us,the notion of a circle as an entity is a construct of a brain.I share the predisposition for Platonism and independent reality of numerical form,but I'm not sure I can show that oneness,two-ness etc exists independently of a human notion of it -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  D'you think that the number....sorry,Marina,you say what you want then I'll ask a question.

Marina Warner : No I was just going to say that the difficulty is that ...erm I 'm not going to comment on whether numbers are inherent or constructed...

John Allen Paulos :  Right.

Marina Warner :  ...but the difficulty is that any kind of use or application of them,especially outside the mathematical field,I mean outside an equation,the minute you start applying them to stories,or even to anecdotes or to the kinds of stories you tell in your book which are not...you know which are to do with news items or.....

John Allen Paulos :  Right.

Marina Warner :  ....fears,panics,that take root....

John Allen Paulos :  Right.

Marina Warner : ....that then you actually don't have the Platonic purity of the number,the number then does.....

John Allen Paulos :  Oh of course,right.

Marina Warner : ...become a figure in this story telling,and I think that you can't use numbers to kind of,as it were,rectify the mistakes of stories.It seems to me that they are figures in the stories.

John Allen Paulos : Well I mean but,by numbers I mean I wasn't...I don't mean only numbers,I mean I think you know,I have too narrow a conception of what mathematics is.I think part of the problem is that the mathematics of stories,narrative logic,intentional logic,however you want to characterise this nebulously defined field,isn't well- developed yet.I mean people don't understand intentional logic very clearly,but....and er....but I think that people sense that there's something there that we can formalise the notion of situations,we can formalise the notion of structures,and that it just hasn't been done.I mean and there's desire to do it,and people often,I mean bring in mathematical metaphors in a kind of wrong-headed way,I mean there's a hoax in the US last year,a couple of years ago,this Physicist Alan Socal (???) at NYU.......

Marina Warner :Yes,yes,yes.

John Allen Paulos : .....I mean sent this article in as you know,this journal was full of scientific buzzwords,and it was accepted,it was total nonsense,so I mean there's a hunger for mathematical metaphor,scientific insight,but I mean there's more of a will to employ them,than there is a knowledge about them,which is still unformed.

Melvyn Bragg :   Can I just...? I want to stick to this....make the last point then we'll move on to our next section.

Marina Warner : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  John has said that he sees mathematics can be just as visionary,in fact you claim sometimes more visionary and creative than novelists and dramatists.Now would you concede that that's a possibility,and if so what does that say about the two apparently different disciplines?

Marina Warner : Well I think actually he modifies that a bit in his book,you don't quite say that....

John Allen Paulos : . No.

Marina Warner :  ....because you do agree that the prob.... one of the differences is that there is.....that maths is as it were..not subjective,you can't have a theorem coming out in two different ways
[Which is why things are attempted to be "reduced" to it,in order to discover "the truth" behind whatever is being "reduced" to it -LB],but you know you can have a story coming out in two different ways,as indeed many great writers have done.You come at the same problem from different viewpoints
[Outside of the mathematical perspective,the common perception is that multiple vantage points are allowed,and that truth is subjective,within mathematics although there is a degree of freedom,the idea that there can be multiple views is at odds with the subject.Fermat's Last theorem was either true or untrue,it might have been speculated upon,but the outcome was not open to someone's view in the same way that one might interpret a story's plot and say what the conclusion meant -LB],and you get a different moral dilemma emerging from that,and of course any kind of drama,going back to the Greeks, but certainly Shakespeare will also go round that,so that,so that the mathematical equation.....

Melvyn Bragg :  He doesn't modify it much,I've found the quotation,"Mathematics and scientific ideas frequently are more creative and visionary than novels or plays",that's pretty straightforward.

John Allen Paulos : But "frequently" allows the fact that frequently they're not! (laughter)

Marina Warner : And the law of probability,what is the probability here? Yes.

John Allen Paulos : Yeah!

Melvyn Bragg :   Alright,alright,alright.

Marina Warner : No but I think that one of the......I mean there is obviously a certain sort of beauty and wonder in these mathematical formulae which I don't understand [I think we'd deduced that Marina -LB].But I do think that the point of wonder and of fantasy is something that is very hard to factor in,if you're trying to see what is mathematical about stories.

Melvyn Bragg :  I've heard mathematicians talking about their work,and talking about what's going on in their head while they're thinking about it,which is almost precisely the same as descriptions I've read of writers and artists what's going inside their heads,so where does that take us?

John Allen Paulos :  I think that the problem is that the way mathematicians think about the subject when they're doing mathematics,which is full of little stories,pictures,arrows,kind of half-starts and so on is very different than what's presented.I mean once they've got the theorem they scrupulously cleanse it of any evidence that it was thought of by a human being,and it had a history or whatever.I mean it's often in a very rigorous way,I mean this is a definition,this a dilemma (??),here's the theorem, here's a corollary,and it's done elegantly,but.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Rather like religious texts did in a way.

John Allen Paulos : Right.

Melvyn Bragg : Which are also sort of story lined.Can I ask you Marina Warner,early in this century as you know,Vladimir Prop (??) in 1922 wrote about...tried to reduce....thought he had reduced folk stories to almost mathematical structures.

Marina Warner : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg : The princess,in a folk story had a function,and nah,nah,nah,and he did...now what do you make of that?

[Many people have said that the reason Star Wars did so well at the box office is that it re-worked old story of the evil side against good (Tolkien's Hobbit,Beauty and the Beast,Snow White,Cinderella,The Narnia series etc),with a princess and a princely type who comes to the rescue. Writers have also alluded to standard plot themes,and there is also the idea of the "formulaic" TV drama that just re-works a used theme in order to exploit the capacity of the previous success.Sequels also exploit the capacity to reuse a theme.If stories could not be reduced to formulae then such things would not exist.They do,so they can -LB]

Marina Warner : Well there were 31 functions.

Melvyn Bragg : Basic plots,yes.

Marina Warner :  And 7 spheres of action,and this was in the 20s,and he....erm his book "The Morphology of  the Folk Tale" was extremely influential after it was translated in the 60s,quite...or the 50s,late 50s into English,so it became...you know it had a kind of time lag of influence.But there were many other attempts,and what's interesting about these formalising attempts is of course that everybody came up with different numbers of functions,and different numbers of spheres of action, and different numbers of factors and things,and you do see,I mean the limits of that theory seem to me to be that you lose a sense of the context of response,not just the creator of the stories.You were talking about visions in the mind,of the mathematician and the writer being similar,it's to do with the context of response,and for instance Vladimir Prop himself says that the princess and the father can never be divorced,they function always together,but that's this clear effect of social conventions,in the society where,you know these stories developed,where the princess is given in marriage by her father and therefore the function's.....Now you would never say that a daughter and her father were the same function as any of us who have any children know (sniggers) this is no longer at all how society works.
So there you have a loss, a leeching out of something that I've always wanted to put back into the looking at myth,or fairy tale,or indeed other forms of fantastic writing,which is that one must see what function it is performing for the actual receivers,and those receivers change over time,and an example is something like the wicked step mother,who's been seen for a long time as an archetype, you know a figure of ....constantly recurring in Chinese...

Melvyn Bragg : Children are 100 times more liable to murder their step mother than their mother, yeah.Recent statistic,sorry.

Marina Warner :   Really? Yes.

Melvyn Bragg : Yeah.

Marina Warner :   Well the.... I mean that may have a great basis in experience,I mean one doesn't know...

Melvyn Bragg :  Well we're coming on to statistics,we... (laughter) we're with a solemn statistician here,we've got to be careful! (laughter)

John Allen Paulos : Okay!

Marina Warner : Yes,but it seems to me that one mustn't forget that one of the reasons that there were so many step mothers,wicked or not,is that women....

John Allen Paulos :  Fathers disappearing.

Melvyn Bragg :  Or killed.

Marina Warner : ...yeh..but...and..but women were dying in childbirth,until the 19th century this was the main cause of female death,so the step mother was a very,very common figure in people's lives.I don't think it's just a psychoanalytical hostility towards you know,the "bad mother" that is expressed in the fairy tale.

Melvyn Bragg :  Lets stick to numbers,er...erm....nevertheless these formalists said something,and I sort of ....maybe Joseph Campbell's "Hero of a thousand faces" took that up as well,and certainly when Umberto Eco [Ref:U.Eco: "Focault's Pendulum";"The Name of the Rose"] did a breakdown of the Fleming novels,he said....er....the (clicks fingers) Bond novels [Laurie Taylor also did this on "Thinking Allowed" and concluded that the reason they succeeded was that white males liked the idea of being in tropical places,driving nice sports cars with beautiful blondes on their arms and gambling with pots of cash,playing with electronic toys and saving the world from evil despots.In a nutshell he fulfils a fantasy -LB],Ian Fleming,he said,"these seven things happened - Enter Bond.Enter villain. Bond and villain meet.Enter girl.Girl and durum dum dum...... 
[I think that's Mel's public school euphemism for a sexual liaison -LB]

..and ...now what d'you make of that attempt to relate? I mean because your also says,stories and mathematics diverge in certain ways,d'you think that is useful or not?

John Allen Paulos : I think it's useful,but I think again,the tools aren't in place.I mean to some extent it's a useful typology as long as you don't put too much weight on it.
[Cubby Broccoli has put all his weight on it,and it's proved successful for him (and John Barry) -LB]
I mean 7,8 categories,31,33,I mean it's just  an artefact and if people recognise it as such it's useful as far as it goes.I mean I think tools from recursive function theory,artificial intelligence where you analyse so-called scripts,like what you do when you go into a restaurant,what you do when you go to a movie,and so on,I mean is another way to get at the structure of stories,the structure of intentional logic.The fact is,I mean that there are kind of...fairly easily recognisable structures to stories to interchanges and ...but formalising this logic hasn't been done yet,there's something called situation.... er situation logic,where you try to formalise situations and I think that holds some promise,but er....again it's...and it's a laudable attempt,but er...it doesn't go very far and isn't all that impressive.

Marina Warner : One....

Melvyn Bragg :  Errr...okay.

Marina Warner : One of the things I was puzzled by,and didn't know how you would express it or....

John Allen Paulos :  Right.

Marina Warner : ..what you'd say about it,is what seems to me to be the defining characteristic of a lot of the fairy tale material,mythological material,and that is transformation,metamorphosis,that something changes into something else,the beast turns into a beautiful young man,the poor you know,peasant girl in the rags,turns into the princess,now that's very deep in....now how do you expre...how does one express that,because a number if.....

[Here's Marina's limited notion of maths again,metamorphosis and change is an integrated concept in mathematics.If anything was given to expressing change and motion it's maths.It's not a dead lifeless entity that Narnia-like turns everything to stone that it touches -LB]

John Allen Paulos :  No, I mean it's part of....

Marina Warner :  ..if changed,is changed,whereas this is....

John Allen Paulos :  It's part of what I was saying about extentionality [Like the propensity of US peeps to stick suffixes on words in a highly questionable fashion -LB],I mean in mathematics three is square root of nine....

Marina Warner : Yes.

John Allen Paulos : ..cube root of 27,it means the same thing,but in,you know,in every day life that's not the case.I mean Superman equals Clark Kent,but nevertheless,so you know,there's the story about...kid calls home and he asks for the cat,and his brother says, "The cat died" and he says "Ohh can't you break that to me more gently?",and he says,"Couldn't you have told me you know,'The cats on the roof' and then you couldn't get it down,I call next time,and gradually in this way say that the cat died?", and the brother apologises for being so brusque,in telling him about his cats death.Anyway the guy says,"Well anyway how's mum?",and he says,"Well,she's on the roof",okay so I mean in 30 seconds,the meaning of  "on the roof" changes,and there's no way at present to capture that in standard.

[There have been attempts at getting computers to tell jokes though,utilising the ideas of punch lines relying on plays on words double meanings and surprise endings,but you get the feeling that like Mr Data or Spock in Star Trek,machines will not understand humour until they have the experience of humour,and formalising the procedure of what invokes humour,misses that humour is to some extent reliant on mutual social experiences about what is taken for granted,what is socially acceptable and what is taboo,this doesn't appear to change the basic premise that their does appear to be structures like surprise endings and dual meanings that can be exploited.The "Double Entendre" is so much a formal structure that it has a name -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : But in quantities in the wider mathematics,I mean we mustn't think of mathematics as multiplication tables.... 

John Allen Paulos :  No,right.

Melvyn Bragg :  ..things are changing in it all the time as well,aren't they?

John Allen Paulos :  Errrr,but changing,I mean according to rules,I mean according to functions...

Melvyn Bragg :   The rules change,and theories change.

John Allen Paulos : ...but er....

Melvyn Bragg :   And our perception changes as a result of what we know.I mean Einstein "bent" Newton,and so on.

John Allen Paulos : . Yeah but still he bent Newton,but Newton is for all practical purposes,I mean unless you're really......

Melvyn Bragg :  So there's no relationship between mathematics and what Marina was proposing?

John Allen Paulos :  Not in that sense,no.

Melvyn Bragg :   Right.You talk about a relationship between mathematics and humour,and the structure of a joke,and we know from what we've read and what people have said,particularly comedians,writing comedians particularly,actually do talk very specific......almost sometimes in engineering terms about how they pace,play,work out and deliver a joke,or a line of comedy,and we've got the great example of ....we can bring Lewis Carroll in here [Ref: Red File Carroll.wri],all sorts of reasons,mathematician and errr...so where would,you say they exist on the same continuum,what d'you mean by that?

John Allen Paulos : Well you can think of both mathematics and humour as being forms of intellectual play,at different ends of the continuum,in mathematics more intellectual play,humour more playful,but in the middle are brain teasers,puzzles paradoxes.But I mean many jokes have a sort of quasi-mathematical structure,a lot of the same operations and structures that are common in mathematics,re-reversal,juxtaposition....

Melvyn Bragg : Such as?

John Allen Paulos :  ..self reference."Why do philosophers ask so many questions?","Why shouldn't philosophers ask so many questions?" Reductio Ad Absurdum.Reductio Ad Absurdum is you know, used all the time in mathematics for the sake of disproving some assumption that whatever......in humour is used for you know,the pleasure of the Reductio.Self reference,these various syntactical operations that Lipo this French group is involved in,you know substituting the seventh word following a noun in some holy book and you get something funny or whatever,and then there's all...you know self reference,and in some sense the structure is the same as on-standard models,there's a notion in logic,I mean you go to a computer dating service,ask for somebody who's short,gregarious,likes formal clothes,cold weather,and the computer sends you a penguin (minor laughter), okay it's a non-standard model of these axioms,and in some sense the structure's the same as non-standard.....non-Euclidean geometry.What satisfies this,this,and that axiom of Euclidean geometry without the parallel postulate [Ref: I.Asimov "The Left Hand of the Electron" {Euclid's fifth}] and you get this saddle- shaped surface (See Riemann/Lobochevsky),so the logic of many jokes is mathematical,quasi-mathematical,and er....

Marina Warner : But the effect of many jokes is also because of the community listening and their values.....

John Allen Paulos :  Oh right of course.

Marina Warner : ...being overturned.

John Allen Paulos : I'm talking about the formal aspects,right.

Marina Warner : I know but the trouble is that if you take that kind of meaning out of it,that sort of social and you know,ethical meaning,you actually lose so much of the psychological and moral context.

John Allen Paulos : Oh yeah,but I'm not talking about that! (laughs) Of course,yeah good.

Marina Warner : No but that's the problem of actually saying that...because people attach themselves to these notions of structure,and then say,"well jokes always have to be like that"....

John Allen Paulos :  Oh right I agree yeah right.

Marina Warner :  ...and then you...but and then you get the target joke,the joke which makes the butt of someone [Hank's Butt?-LB] and very often the pratfall joke is to do with actually demeaning someone else....

John Allen Paulos :  Oh right,it's ...there's a psychology,an emotional.......

Marina Warner :  ...and we have to think about that,and not,and not....yes.

John Allen Paulos :  ...climate,is much different than the structure.

Melvyn Bragg : We've just got a few minutes,but let me dive right in.Lewis Carroll was a fine mathematician and he wrote "Alice in Wonderland"....

John Allen Paulos :  Right.

Melvyn Bragg : ...a great work of imagination.Now does that,as it were,prove your case,or prove your case? First with you.

John Allen Paulos :   Well I think..........I mean I like.......one thing about Carroll that's always struck me is that he seemed bothered and preoccupied,obsessed with the same kinds of misunderstandings of language,and language games as Wittgenstein [Ref: Audio: Memorexc90 21A "Philosophy Figures 2" did.I mean you know,talk about having a pain in your foot and your foot's in your shoe,you don't talk about having a pain in your shoe,because "in" is not a transitive relation,and there's so many instances in Carroll of these kinds of misunderstandings of language games.

Melvyn Bragg : But do you see that "Alice in Wonderland" is formed deeply by his mathematics? That's what I'm getting at.

John Allen Paulos :   Oh yeah,I mean she puts her hand on top of her head,"Am I growing?",that's not a way to find out! (minor laughter)."Jam today"...errr "Jam yesterday,jam tomorrow,but not jam today",I mean that misunderstands Bates (??) or "Would you be so kind as to stop a minute?", "I'd be kind enough but I'm not strong enough",and there are all these sorts of misunderstandings of the language.

Melvyn Bragg : Do you see these as mathematically based,they're rooted?

John Allen Paulos :   Err..yeah,I think one problem is,that people have a very narrow conception of a math......of mathematics,as computation,or multiplication,division or as Carroll would say, "Uglification and derision",and er...I mean if...it's understandable,if all everybody any did......ever did in English class is diagram senses for 12 years,you wouldn't be real surprised when they finally got to college they didn't have a keen appreciation for literature.

[Reading "Far from the Madding Crowd" had the same effect on me as diagramming senses for 12 years,and is why I don't have as keen an appreciation for literature as I might -LB]

But given suitable hyperbole......suitable allowance for hyperbole,that's what most people's mathematics education is like [Fortunately not mine -LB],it is "Uglification and derision",and they have this very narrow conception,where you know,which doesn't involve stories...which...they think of mathematics as very hierarchical and I think that these misconceptions are part of the reason people find it such a stultifying and distasteful subject.

Melvyn Bragg : Well not everybody finds it stultifying....

John Allen Paulos :  No not everybody,but too many,too many.

Melvyn Bragg :  ....I mean you're here...er Marina?

Marina Warner : Well I think that Carroll's very,very aware of how the adult world pressed on children and he took the child's part with Alice,and he actually gives the Red Queen,who is one of his tyrants,but he gives her the point that I would make about it,that he says,"What do you suppose is the use of a child without any meaning,even a joke should have some meaning,and a child's more important than a joke,I hope" (minor laughter).He was interested in the child as a person,and was worried that these logical structures that he played with so brilliantly and which were to do with jokes and puzzles and games,did actually somehow lose the sense of the person in the child

[If one is seeking objectivity and not subjectivity,it seems inevitable that a loss of the person as a subjective witness will be a consequence of trying to create objectivity that is not based on the experiences of the person.Objectivity is impersonal by definition.This is why I don't understand the allusion to a "loss".The whole point of mathematics and the sciences is to free things from the personal so as to get to what is true regardless of subjective experience,this necessitates "loss" of the subjective in principle,but it shouldn't be mourned as a tragedy,this is what it is supposed to do.If you wish a prosaic or romantic vision instead of or as well as this,there is nothing to stop you.So it is that many scientists and mathematicians have other aspects to them.Some write poetry.Ian Stewart plays guitar and doesn't like analysing music too deeply,preferring to experience it.Richard Feynmann played drums.As Asimov says the analytical and objective shows what is truly there beyond and embellishing what one would wish,but that doesn't negate the human subjective experience of creating imaginative fantasy,Ian Stewart also writes fiction.The two worlds are not mutually exclusive,it is that those of a romantic nature feel the "loss" or "reduction" of something human into something impersonal and cold,but what if truth is like that? Are we going to chide it because we don't like what flavour it comes in? Cod liver oil tastes bad but is good for you apparently.Maybe we should widen our appetites instead of sugaring things to make the medicine go down.Mary Poppins be damned-LB]

John Allen Paulos :  Ohhh,I think that.....there's a joke that's not very funny,but is relevant,two hard headed scientists are talking and they're saying,"Well,why don't we do away  with these notion...narrative notion stories.I hate that stuff,let's just stick to facts and numbers",and the other one says,"I couldn't agree more,let's just resolve mathematical facts,scientific facts",and so on,and the joke such as it is,is that they're using these notions of hate and clarity [Irony is another tool for humour-LB] and so mathematics presupposes and grows out of these murky notions of story telling,narrative and so on.

Melvyn Bragg :  Thank you very much.That was a gallop wasn't it? But I enjoyed it,I hope you did.That's John Allen Paulos and Marina Warner and thank you for listening.


